RESOLUTION
concerning
LEAVE FOR PRESIDENT F. DON JAMES
CENTRAL CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY

July 26, 1985

WHEREAS, President F. Don James has been invited to lecture on American Higher Education in the Peoples' Republic of China at Fudan University (Shanghai), Henan University (Kaifeng), Beijing Normal University (Beijing) and Northwest Teachers University (Lanzhou), from September 16 through October 18, 1985, and

WHEREAS, A similar leave granted President James in 1982 led to the establishment of an exchange program with Central Connecticut State University and Northwest Teachers University, thus enhancing the Connecticut State University internationally, and

WHEREAS, President James' visit to China can be conducted at no expense to the State of Connecticut, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, That President James be and hereby is granted a leave with pay for the period of September 16 through October 18, 1985, to lecture in the Peoples' Republic of China.

A Certified True Copy:

Dallas K. Beal
President
Dear Dallas:

This is to request an educational leave from September 16 through October 18, 1985, for the purposes of lecturing and establishing exchange programs with several universities in the People's Republic of China. I have been invited to lecture on American Higher Education and Central as an institution of Higher Education in America at Fudan University (Shanghai), Henan University (Kaifeng), Beijing Normal University (Beijing) and Northwest Teachers University (Lanzhou). Henan University wishes also to establish an exchange program with Central similar to the one already established with Northwest Teachers University.

Our exchange program with Northwest Teachers University has already brought two of their professors to our campus for one year experiences and one of our professors plans to teach there. President Li Bing-de of NTU has also been on our campus. President Li Runtian and three of his colleagues from Henan University have also been on our campus and discussed an exchange agreement with me in anticipation of my visit to Henan this September.

I will appreciate your presenting this request to our Board.

Cordially,

F. Don James
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